Flag Collectors Heritage Club
Combining flag theory (⅔) and systematic travel (⅓) ranking
Swiss non-registered association formed by Christoph Heuermann and Christian Funke
Promoting getting to know the world and diversify yourself where you are treated best

How to become a member: Ranking is free to participate for everyone. Membership in the
the club can be applied for after gathering 100 points. An average global entrepreneur and
investor should be able to get over flag theory 50-70 relatively fast and the needed rest by
systematic travel.

Total of 450 points to gather

300 points through flag theory
Criteria:
One flag of the 13 flag theory in one country according to UN+266
- 7 points per Citizenship (only citizenships obtained after birth, maximum 35)
- 3 points per Residency (maximum 30)
- 2 points per Entity (maximum 30)
- 1 point per Bank Account/Depot/Gold Storage (maximum 15)
- 3 points per Playground (objective criteria: spend more than 50.000€ in this country,
maximum 15, not a residency country)
- 3 points per local Investment excluding Real Estate (over 10k, max 30)
- 3 points per owned real estate (max 30)
- 1 point per Insurance (one per country, max 5)
- 1 point per internet (domain, server, email provider, maximum 5 points)
- 5 points per Children (per children birth country, max 50)
- 5 points per Wife/Husband (common child/married, one per continent, max 35)
- 1 points per Employees (per office in a country, maximum 10 points)
- 2 points per Education (School, University, substantial Remote Education, with
Certificate, max 10)
Each flag is limited to a certain number of points to keep people from outperforming for the
simple fact that they have lots of money. Each point per flag is given only once per country
to support diversification.

100 points through systematic travel
To reward systematic travel bonus according to the UN+ list

60 countries +10
110 countries +20
150 countries +30
180 countries +40
205 countries +50
225 countries +60
240 countries +70
250 countries +80
255 countries +90
259 countries +100
262 countries +110
264 countries +120
265 countries +130
266 countries +150

A country counts only as visited if either
1 night stay outside airport transit or
Passport stamp or
Local experience proven by pictures or bookings
Traveling all 266 UN+ nations is increasingly difficult. In order to reward those going to the
very end in systematic travel the last countries bring extra points in the ranking with a special
bonus for completion of the list.

